


 

PRODUCTiON NOTEs
      The novel It Can’t Happen Here written by Sinclair Lewis

was first published in October 1935 to caution the American

people about fascism in the United States. Although he

originally wrote satire about the middle class, he needed to

find a new source of inspiration after the Great Depression.

He decided to attack the political mood and rise of

demagogues pulling ideas from Mussolini’s and Hitler’s rise

to power. Americans began to wonder if facism could take hold

in the land of the free. As time went on, politicians like Huey

Long and extremist groups such as the Ku Klux Klan gained

power. Sinclair Lewis wrote this novel to combat these

figures and made it a point to warn Americans of any threat to

democracy. 

      The show was first performed before the 1936 Presidential

election under the Works Progress Administration and

Federal Theatre Project. It was later shut down for being too

controversial. Tony Taccone and Bennett S. Cohen adapted the

novel into the script which was produced by Berkeley

Repertory Theatre and was performed before the 2016

Presidential election. Due to the current climate, I found it

fitting to use their script as a part of the Clements Theatre

2020-2021 Artistic Season. 

       Even though this novel was written in 1935, it speaks to

many ongoing controversies such as police brutality,

corruption, fake news, security, and morality. This dark

satire captures the delicacy of democracy and what happens

when a demagogue becomes the President of the United States.

Chaos quickly ensues as violence and discord plague the

country. Meanwhile, Vermont newspaper editor, Doremus

Jessup, believes that everything will naturally get fixed in

the end, that is until he finds himself in the middle of a

growing crisis. This production will explore the fallout of

the Windrip Administration and how it impacted not just the

Jessup family, but the United States of America. 
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